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Abstract

Falls are a major source of hospitalization, long-term institutionalization, and death in older adults 

and patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Limited attentional resources are a major risk factor 

for falls. In this review, we specify cognitive–behavioral mechanisms that produce falls and map 

these mechanisms onto a model of multi-system degeneration. Results from PET studies in PD 

fallers and findings from a recently developed animal model support the hypothesis that falls 

result from interactions between loss of basal forebrain cholinergic projections to the cortex and 

striatal dopamine loss. Striatal dopamine loss produces inefficient, low-vigor gait, posture control, 

and movement. Cortical cholinergic deafferentation impairs a wide range of attentional processes, 

including monitoring of gait, posture and complex movements. Cholinergic cell loss reveals the 

full impact of striatal dopamine loss on motor performance, reflecting loss of compensatory 

attentional supervision of movement. Dysregulation of dorsomedial striatal circuitry is an 

essential, albeit not exclusive, mediator of falls in this dual-system model. Because cholinergic 

neuromodulatory activity influences cortical circuitry primarily via stimulation of α4β2* nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptors, and because agonists at these receptors are known to benefit attentional 

processes in animals and humans, treating PD fallers with such agonists, as an adjunct to 

dopaminergic treatment, is predicted to reduce falls. Falls are an informative behavioral endpoint 

to study attentional–motor integration by striatal circuitry.
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Introduction

Falls are the sixth leading cause of death in the elderly and in patients with PD. 

Approximately a third of adults aged 65 years or older, and about two thirds of patients with 

PD, experience at least one fall per year (Balash et al., 2005; Wood, 2002). Survivors often 

require long-term hospitalization and rehabilitation (Baker and Harvey, 1985; Dellinger and 

Stevens, 2006; Grimbergen et al., 2004; Tinetti et al., 1988).

The propensity for falls in the elderly and PD patients is associated with cognitive 

impairments, specifically reduced capacities to sustain and divide attention. Extensive 

evidence from experiments using dual task paradigms support the hypothesis that limited 

attentional resources are further taxed by the presence of a secondary cognitive task, 

instigating impairments in gait, balance, and movement control and precipitating falls 

(Allcock et al., 2009; Hausdorff et al., 2006; Holtzer et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2012; Kang et 

al., 2009; LaPointe et al., 2010; Nagamatsu et al., 2013; Shumway-Cook and Woollacott, 

2000; Theill et al., 2011).

The following objectives guide this review. First, we synthesize the clinical evidence 

indicating correlations between decline in cholinergic systems and increased fall propensity 

in patients with PD (Bohnen and Albin, 2011; Bohnen et al., 2009b; Muller et al., 2013) and, 

to a lesser degree, healthy elderly (Bohnen et al., 2009a; Grothe et al., 2012), with research 

from a new animal model that has begun to reveal the nature of cholinergic–dopaminergic 

interactions causing falls (Kucinski et al., 2013). This synthesis leads to specific hypotheses 

about the cognitive–motor interactions and underlying forebrain circuitry dysfunctions 

mediating falls. Falls in PD patients and possibly in the healthy elderly are essentially, but 

not exclusively, mediated by dysfunction of a dorsomedial striatal region that is defined by 

its afferent projections from prefrontal regions. Specifically, we propose that loss of cortical 

cholinergic inputs impairs the attentional processing of gait, posture, and movement-related 

cues. The striatal circuitry, which normally would receive information about these cues via 

cortico-striatal projections, is thus “deprived” of this information, which it would normally 

use to select and sequence motor actions. In other words, dual cholinergic–dopaminergic 

loss attenuates the (compensatory) attentional supervision of striatal circuitry and thereby 

‘unmasks’ the consequences of striatal dopaminergic denervation on gait, balance and 

complex movements.1 In the presence of an intact cholinergic system, performance errors 

activate the neuromodulatory component of cortical cholinergic activity to enhance the 

detection of cues and errors to stabilize and recover performance (St Peters et al., 2011). 

Such compensatory attentional control (see also Sarter et al., 2006) is attenuated as a result 

of loss of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, further revealing the impact of striatal 

dopaminergic deafferentation. Falls in dual task conditions might thus be interpreted as 

1Complex movements are required to circumvent obstacles or move over unfamiliar or unstable surfaces or, in the animal model, 
traverse rotating rods. In these cases, the regular frequency-based patterning of limb movements that defines gait (e.g., Bridenbaugh 
and Kressig, 2011) is challenged and often disrupted, involving changes in the direction of travel, the rapid development of torque and 
postural muscle activity, including upper limb (or forelimb) movements to correct for imbalance, imperfect limb placements or 
stepping errors. Complex movements demand attentional monitoring, specifically the detection of limb placement and of gait and 
posture errors, as demonstrated by the efficacy of distractors or dual-task demands to disrupt complex movement (e.g., Chen et al., 
1996). Notably, however, even postural corrections, such as recovering upright stance following a perturbation, are sensitive to 
attentional distraction (Brown et al., 1999).
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reflecting limited attentional resources that are further constrained because of cholinergic 

system decline. However, we propose a potential alternative framework: Impaired 

cholinergic modulation of the frontal cortex biases the calculation of the relative utilities of 

competing tasks so that subjects more likely disengage from the primary motor task. In 

summary, we describe a cognitive neuroscience-oriented conceptualization of falls that 

provides a new framework to investigate the nature of cognitive–motor, cortico- and 

midbrain-striatal integration.

Aging and PD-associated impairments in attention and loss of cholinergic 

neurons

There is an extensive and complex literature on the attentional impairments associated with 

normal aging and due to structural or functional decline of the basal forebrain cholinergic 

system. The complexities of this literature reflect the enormous variability of the effects of 

age on cognition as well as the traditional focus on post mortem markers of the structural 

integrity of cholinergic neurons to demonstrate aging effects. Such markers likely represent 

the end stages of long-term functional declines in neuronal systems and thus likely 

underestimate decades of prior functional decline.

Impairments in the ability to divide attention, as typically assessed by dual task 

performance, are generally correlated with chronological age (Crossley and Hiscock, 1992; 

Salthouse et al., 1995; for review see Sarter and Turchi, 2002). This main effect of age is 

typically interpreted as reflecting a decrease in the overall capacity for information 

processing or a decline in the executive management of such resources (Craik et al., 2010; 

Tombu and Jolicæeur, 2003). In healthy older adults as well as patients with PD, 

impairments in a range of measures of divided as well as sustained attentional performance 

are a robust predictor for freezing of gait and falls (Allcock et al., 2009; Lord et al., 2010; 

Naismith et al., 2010; O’Halloran et al., 2011; Persad et al., 2008; Woollacott and 

Shumway-Cook, 2002; Yarnall et al., 2011).

In unimpaired middle aged and older adults, cholinergic axons in the cortex begin to exhibit 

structural abnormalities thought to reflect the particular and early vulnerability of these 

neurons (e.g., Geula and Mesulam, 1989; Geula et al., 2008; Grothe et al., 2013). Evidence 

for cholinergic decline in healthy aging is somewhat mixed, but studies correlating imaging-

derived measures of basal forebrain cholinergic structural decline with lower performance in 

older adults (Düzel et al., 2010; Fernández et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2011; Wolf et al., 2013) 

support the “cholinergic hypothesis” of age-related cognitive decline (Bartus et al., 1982). 

Likewise, in rodents, aging per se does not consistently correlate with a decline in 

cholinergic function in laboratory rodents, but when decline occurs, attention and related 

encoding functions are generally impaired (Parikh et al., 2012; Sarter and Bruno, 1998; 

Schliebs and Arendt, 2011).

In PD, the loss of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons and associated cortical cholinergic 

innervation is more extensive than in the brain of older adults and reaches and possibly 

exceeds basal forebrain cholinergic cell loss in Alzheimer’s disease. The exact time of onset 

of cholinergic cell loss relative to degeneration of midbrain dopamine cells in PD remains 
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disputed but it may occur as early as the loss of midbrain dopaminergic neurons (Bohnen 

and Albin, 2009; Bohnen et al., 2003; Candy et al., 1983; Nakano and Hirano, 1984; 

Shimada et al., 2009). When PD patients also develop dementia, such cholinergic loss 

progresses most severely (Bohnen and Frey, 2007; Bohnen et al., 2003, 2012; Whitehouse et 

al., 1983; Ziegler et al., 2013).

Bohnen and colleagues demonstrated that lower levels of cortical and thalamic 

acetylcholinesterase (AChE), which likely reflect the reduced density of cholinergic 

synapses, differentiate PD fallers from nonfallers. Nigrostriatal dopaminergic terminal 

densities did not separate these groups (Bohnen and Albin, 2011; Bohnen et al., 2009a,b). 

Together, these findings suggest that falls in aged subjects and PD are closely associated 

with limited attentional resources that result from the loss of basal forebrain cholinergic 

neurons (see also Yarnall et al., 2011). The cognitive–motor, cholinergic–dopaminergic 

mechanisms that underlie falls are further detailed below.

Cholinergic–dopaminergic interactions: hypotheses derived from a new 

animal model for falls in PD

PD patients prone to falls exhibit postural control and balance deficits when confronted with 

complex surfaces, such as stairs, and they have slower walking speeds, shorter strides, and 

poor postural sway and frontal plane instability (Bohnen et al., 2013; Cole et al., 2010, 2011; 

Kurz et al., 2013; Marchese et al., 2003; Paul et al., 2013). In the presence of a limited 

attentional capacity for monitoring gait, balance, and movement, falls arise from freezing of 

movement, loss of balance, and poor rebalancing after movement errors. These precursors 

for falls often occur in response to distractors (e.g., Cowie et al., 2012) and secondary tasks.

We developed a behavioral instrument to test the ability of rats to move across complex 

surfaces, e.g., rotating squared rods, to determine fall propensity (the Michigan Complex 

Movement Control Task; MCMCT; Kucinski et al., 2013). The animal is required to 

traverse a rotating rod (Fig. 1), which is thought to tax the attentional supervision of motor 

performance, just as an older adult or a PD patient would recruit attentional supervision 

when traversing unfamiliar surfaces, descending an unfamiliar staircase, or negotiating an 

obstacle (e.g., Uemura et al., 2011). To directly demonstrate relationships between 

attentional impairments and falls, attentional performance was also measured using a well-

characterized sustained attention task (SAT; e.g., Demeter et al., 2008).

We assessed animals with bilateral cortical cholinergic and/or partial striatal dopaminergic 

deafferentation, produced by intracranial infusions of neurotoxins (192-IgG saporin, SAP 

and 6-hydroxydopamine, 6-OHDA, respectively). The extent of the cholinergic lesions in 

animals was guided by the results from AChE-PET imaging studies that indicated moderate 

decreases in cortical and thalamic cholinergic input in PD fallers (Bohnen et al., 2009b). 

However, we reasoned that PET-AChE as well histochemical measures of AChE likely 

underestimate loss of cholinergic terminals when compared with post mortem determination 

of cortical choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) content and basal forebrain cell counts (e.g., 

Ikonomovic et al., 2005). Post mortem cortical ChAT activity in PD is decreased by 50–60% 

(Mattila et al., 2001). Such loss of ChAT activity reflects the loss of cholinergic inputs 
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required to significantly impair SAT performance in rats (Burk et al., 2002; McGaughy and 

Sarter, 1998; McGaughy et al., 1996). We removed, consequently, on average about 50% of 

the cholinergic inputs to the cortex.

In our experiments, striatal dopamine lesions targeted the prefrontal projection field in the 

dorsomedial caudate nucleus (Mailly et al., 2013; Reep et al., 2003), reflecting our goal to 

determine interactions between dopamine loss and the impact of loss of cholinergic 

deafferentation of primarily prefrontal regions on striatal function. This subdivision of the 

striatum in rodents is considered homologous to the human caudate nucleus (Deumens et al., 

2002; Haber, 2003).

Performances on the SAT and the MCMCT, the latter involving an increasingly demanding 

series of traversal conditions (e.g., stationary planks and rods; rotating beams placed at an 

incline) were compared between rats with sham-surgeries (SHAMS), single cholinergic 

deafferentation (SAP), single dopaminergic deafferentation (6-OHDA), or dual cholinergic 

and dopaminergic deafferentation (DL). The main results and conclusions were:

1. SAT performance was similarly impaired in SAP and DL rats, indicating that 

cholinergic loss alone impaired attentional performance and that striatal dopamine 

loss did not exacerbate such impairment.

2. MCMCT performance was unimpaired in 6-OHDA rats. Furthermore, SAT 

performance in 6-OHDA animals was superior compared to all other groups. As the 

relationship between levels of cholinergic neuromodulatory activity and SAT 

performance is fairly well understood (Paolone et al., 2013; St Peters et al., 2011), 

performance-associated cortical cholinergic activity in 6-OHDA rats likely 

increases beyond those seen on control rats.

3. Fall rates were moderately but significantly increased in SAP rats and DL rats 

exhibited more than twice the SAP group’s number of falls. In DL rats, higher fall 

rates in the MCMCT were correlated with poorer attentional performance in the 

SAT. Furthermore, falls in DL rats were associated with slower traversal speed, 

lower step frequency,“slouched posture”, micropauses while traversing (freezing of 

forward movement for less than 1 s), and less active rebalancing after slips (Fig. 1). 

These risk factors for falls may be considered analogous to those observed in PD 

patients, such as slower and more reluctant gait, freezing of gait, delayed arm 

movements, and impaired efficacy of arm movements to push the center of gravity 

away from impending fall direction (for review see Grimbergen et al., 2004).

4. None of the three lesion conditions (striatal dopaminergic loss, cortical cholinergic 

deafferentation, or combined dopaminergic-cholinergic loss) resulted in 

impairments in tests of basic limb coordination, hind limb control, and dexterous 

forepaw function.

5. Quantitative histological analyses indicated that in DL rats, but not in rats with 

dopaminergic deafferentation alone, larger and more precisely placed dorsomedial 

striatal dopamine loss predicted higher fall rates. Cholinergic cell loss was not 

correlated with measures of MCMCT performance. This finding suggests that the 
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impact of striatal dopamine loss was ‘unmasked’ by loss of cortical cholinergic 

inputs.

The demonstration that PD patients exhibit greater activity in cortical, including prefrontal 

regions while performing automatic movements likewise suggests recruitment of cognitive–

attentional networks even for relatively undemanding gait and posture control (Wu and 

Hallett, 2005). If these cortices were to lack cholinergic input such compensatory 

recruitment would remain largely ineffective. The recent finding that slow gait speed in PD 

patients is correlated with comorbid cholinergic cell loss, but is not affected in patients with 

relatively isolated dopamine loss (Bohnen et al., 2013) is also consistent with the hypothesis 

that cholinergic cell loss unmasks the low-vigor gait resulting from striatal dopamine loss 

(Mazzoni et al., 2007; Niv et al., 2007).

Partial striatal dopamine loss alone did not result in impairments in MCMCT performance, 

suggesting that compensatory attentional mechanisms contributed to the prevention of falls 

in these animals. However, striatal dopamine loss was previously documented to generally 

slow responding and decrease response accuracy in tasks involving habitual or automatic 

responding or tasks requiring shifts between behavioral contingencies (Baunez and Robbins, 

1999; Cools et al., 2001; Crofts et al., 2001; Darvas and Palmiter, 2009; Devan et al., 1999; 

Domenger and Schwarting, 2008; Gauntlett-Gilbert et al., 1999; Hauber and Schmidt, 1994; 

Lex and Hauber, 2010; Rogers et al., 2001). Furthermore, low striatal dopamine levels in PD 

patients are associated with movement impairments if the biomechanical costs are high 

(Gepshtein et al., 2014). The behavioral risk factors for falls seen in DL rats (see point 3 

above), particularly the slowing of traversal and the presence of micropauses, may reflect 

impairments in the planning and sequencing of movements and, more generally, low “motor 

motivation”. These risk factors may reflect primarily the impact of striatal dopamine loss 

(see also Mazzoni et al., 2007) that could not be compensated for by heightened cholinergic-

attentional mechanisms.

Risk factors for falls resulting from striatal dopamine decline

Impairments in gait and posture control are risk factors for falls in the elderly and in PD 

patients (Bridenbaugh and Kressig, 2011; Coelho et al., 2012; Granacher et al., 2011; 

Uemura et al., 2011; for review see Ayers et al., 2013; Gepshtein et al., 2014; Montero-

Odasso et al., 2012a,b). Our evidence from the animal model supports the hypothesis that 

striatal dopaminergic decline is a contributor to the manifestation of these risk factors. 

Measures of striatal dopamine functions decline with age and, while per se not 

differentiating fallers from non-fallers, reduced striatal dopamine was shown to be 

associated with impairments in gait and gait correction. Recurrent fallers had lower levels of 

striatal dopamine than patients who fell only once (Bohnen et al., 2009a; Cham et al., 2008, 

2011; Troiano et al., 2010). Although age-related striatal dopamine decline may not match 

the loss seen in PD (Darbin, 2012), reduced striatal dopamine mediates relatively low levels 

of motor motivation in both older adults and PD patients prone to fall (Gepshtein et al., 

2014; Hurley et al., 2011; Yue et al., 2012).
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Essential for falls: striatal convergence of cortical cholinergic 

deafferentation and dopamine loss

Loss of cortical cholinergic inputs is hypothesized to interact with striatal dopamine loss to 

increase falls. This interaction between attenuated attentional compensatory control and 

impairments in gait, balance and complex movement control may be based in part on 

functionally complementary decline in largely separate neuronal systems. Because, 

however, the evidence from the animal model indicated that higher fall rates were predicted 

by the size and accuracy with which dopamine innervation was removed from the prelimbic 

projection field in the dorsomedial caudate nucleus, the trans-synaptic striatal consequences 

of frontal cholinergic deafferentation may interact with dopaminergic deafferentation to 

disrupt dorsomedial striatal function (Fig. 2). We begin evaluating this hypothesis by 

detailing our current knowledge of the organization and functions of cholinergic projections 

to the cortex. We will then extrapolate the consequences of cholinergic cell loss for the 

corticostriatal function.

The basal forebrain contains multiple populations of neurons, including cholinergic, 

glutamatergic, and GABAergic neurons which project to telencephalic and diencephalic 

regions (Gritti et al., 2006; Zaborszky, 2002; Zaborszky et al., 2005, 2008, 2012, 2013). In 

contrast to the evidence concerning functions of cholinergic projections to the cortex, the 

role of non-cholinergic neurons arising from the basal forebrain is less clear (Lin et al., 

2006). Beginning with experiments assessing the impact of lesions of the cholinergic system 

(reviewed in McGaughy et al., 2000), the necessity of the cortical cholinergic input system 

for a wide range of attentional functions and capacities has been extensively demonstrated. 

Cholinergic lesions disrupt sustained, selective and divided attention performance (Bucci et 

al., 1998; Dalley et al., 2004; McGaughy et al., 1996) and impair performance involving 

cross-modal feature-binding (Botly and De Rosa, 2009; Newman and McGaughy, 2008; 

Turchi and Sarter, 1997) and attention-dependent learning and memory (Sarter et al., 2001, 

2003; for review see Hasselmo and Sarter, 2011).

Two modes of cortical cholinergic activity contribute to attention performance. First, brief 

cholinergic release events (“transients”), occurring on the scale of hundreds of milliseconds 

to seconds, are evoked by cues in specific trials in the sustained attention task, namely trials 

involving a shift from monitoring for cues to acting on cues. Cholinergic transients are 

necessary to act on cue in this context (‘detection’ in Posner et al., 1980). The causal role of 

those transients for cue detection was confirmed by the finding that optogenetically-evoked 

transients increased the number of false claims that a cue was present during trials without a 

cue (false alarms; Gritton et al., 2012). Cortical cholinergic deafferentation abolishes such 

transients, resulting in missed cues in 50–70% of trials, with no recovery over extended 

periods of practice. Such deterministic contributions of cholinergic transients to other forms 

of attention remain unknown; however, it is plausible to speculate that, for example, the 

performance in a cross-modal divided attention task likewise depends on cholinergic 

transients during trials indicating a modality switch (Sarter et al., in press; Turchi and Sarter, 

1997).
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Second, a neuromodulatory component of cholinergic activity occurs on the scale of tens of 

seconds to minutes and influences the cortical target circuitry that contributes to the 

generation of cholinergic transients (Guillem et al., 2011; Parikh and Sarter, 2008; Parikh et 

al., 2007). Levels of this slower cholinergic neuromodulation are associated with goal-

directed or top-down control of attention. For example, higher levels of cholinergic 

neuromodulatory activity are seen in response to presenting a distractor (St Peters et al., 

2011). Conversely, animals that exhibit dampened neuromodulatory cholinergic activity as a 

trait show relatively poor and highly fluctuating levels of attentional performance (Paolone 

et al., 2013). Thus, removal of the cortical cholinergic input system attenuates both cue-

driven (or bottom-up) and goal-driven (or top-down) aspects of attentional performance. 

Partial cholinergic lesions produce poor and fluctuating performance while more complete 

lesions produce performance that is unresponsive to manipulations that previously elicited 

increases in attentional effort (Sarter et al., 2006).

The postsynaptic targets of cholinergic projections to the cortex include nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) expressed on the terminals of thalamic glutamatergic 

projections. Neuromodulatory effects of ACh influence the generation of cholinergic 

transients via this target (Aracri et al., 2013; Dickinson et al., 2008; Guillem et al., 2011; 

Howe et al., 2010; Parikh and Sarter, 2008; Parikh et al., 2008, 2010). Muscarinic (m) 

AChRs mediate a complex and layer-specific array of inhibitory and excitatory effects at 

cortical interneurons and output neurons (Eggermann and Feldmeyer, 2009; Egorov et al., 

2002; Gulledge and Stuart, 2005; Hasselmo and Bower, 1992). The specific role of frontal 

cortical mAChRs in attention is not well understood (Disney and Aoki, 2008; for evidence 

on the role of these receptors in temporal and sensory regions during attention and encoding 

see Disney et al., 2012; Herrero et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2013; Thiele et al., 2012). 

However, mAChR stimulation is essential for transferring the effects of cortical cholinergic 

activity to downstream regions (Nelson et al., 2005) including, presumably, to the striatum 

(Fig. 2). Consistent with this hypothesis, cue detection was found to be associated with high-

frequency gamma oscillations in prefrontal cortex, and gamma power was attenuated by 

blocking muscarinic M1 AChRs in the prelimbic cortex (Howe et al., 2011). M1 

stimulation-induced high frequency synchronicity is thought to coordinate larger cortical 

and subcortical networks in part to organize the recruitment of efferent, or downstream, 

regions to complete and execute behavioral responses (Deco and Thiele, 2009; Fries, 2005; 

Ossandón et al., 2011).

These considerations have implications for the consequences of cortical cholinergic input 

loss on cortico-striatal information transfer. In attentional contexts, the occurrence of a 

cholinergic transient and thus the decision to report the presence of the cue is forwarded to 

the striatum, specifically to synapses on dendritic spines of medium spiny neurons (MSNs; 

Dubé et al., 1988), including direct pathway neurons projecting preferentially to the 

substantia nigra pars reticulata and the internal globus pallidus (Wall et al., 2013). Following 

removal of the cholinergic system, cues are detected at a very low rate and the residual hits 

occur mostly in trials that do not require cholinergic transients (that is, occasional strings of 

consecutive hits; unpublished observations). Thus, following cholinergic cell loss, the 

striatum may be largely deprived of information that normally reports the presence of 

behaviorally relevant cues, including cues normally detected and employed to support 
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complex movement, such as successful limb placement onto a dynamic surface or slips that 

would normally trigger corrective action.

For the direct pathway projecting neurons that are preferentially contacted by prefrontal 

efferents (Wall et al., 2013), dopaminergic afferents modulate cortico-striatal signaling via 

D1 receptors expressed on the neck of the spines that are contacted also by corticostriatal 

terminals (Pickel et al., 1981). Dopamine is suggested to select certain corticostriatal inputs 

over others and, therefore, dopaminergic deafferentation may disrupt selection or filtering of 

cortical inputs (Bamford et al., 2004; Devan et al., 1999; Guthrie et al., 2013; Kim et al., 

2013; Matell et al., 2007; Strafella et al., 2005; van Schouwenburg et al., 2012). In the 

context of ongoing complex movements, such as traversing a rotating rod, impaired cortico-

striatal input selection may therefore slow and even stop complex movement sequences 

(Kim et al., 2013; e.g., Bhutani et al., 2013; Yin, 2014), yielding the sensorimotor risk 

factors for falls described above.

Dual cortical cholinergic and striatal dopaminergic deafferentation therefore disrupts the 

monitoring of complex movements and movement errors as well as the selection of residual 

detection information. The inefficiency with which DL rats corrected slips and fell most 

closely reflected the consequences of converging striatal dopamine loss and impaired 

cortico-striatal information transfer (Kucinski et al., 2013). Likewise, falls associated with 

stepping errors or impaired inspection of obstacles (Uemura et al., 2012; Young and 

Hollands, 2010) are mediated via dorsomedial striatal circuitry that does not receive 

adequate information about the presence of instrumental cues. The consequences of striatal 

dopamine loss are impaired selection and sequencing of actions (Kim et al., 2013), including 

those needed to stabilize gait and posture and to move around obstacles or recover from a 

slip (see also Koop et al., 2013), and reduced vigor for initiating movement (Mazzoni et al., 

2007).

In addition to the consequences of dual cholinergic–dopaminergic deafferentation for the 

dorsomedial striatum (Fig. 2b), falls in humans and the animal model may reflect broader 

impairments in sustaining and dividing attention that result from cholinergic cell loss, and 

also broader effects of more widespread striatal dopamine loss on gait and balance. 

However, we hypothesize that the dual dysregulation of dorsomedial caudate function is a 

major basis for falls. As a result of the functional cholinergic and anatomical dopaminergic, 

deafferentation of this region, the direct projection pathway is dysfunctional and initiation 

and execution of motor programs are disrupted (Freeze et al., 2013). The key role of the 

dorsomedial striatum has been confirmed by the finding that dopaminergic deafferentation 

of more lateral and ventral regions of the striatum, combined with cortical cholinergic input 

loss, does not reproduce the high fall rate reported for DL rats with dorsomedial striatal 

dopamine loss (Kucinski et al., 2013).

Dual task-associated falls in subjects with low cholinergic levels: de-

prioritization of gait and movement control

In older adults and PD patients, the precision of gait and postural stability are readily 

impaired in the presence of a secondary task (above). The consumption of limited attentional 
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resources by the secondary task, and thus withdrawing of such resources from supervising 

gait, balance and complex movement, is hypothesized to be a major cause of falls in older 

adults and PD patients (Amboni et al., 2013; Brown et al., 1999; Crossley and Hiscock, 

1992; Hausdorff et al., 2006; Plotnik et al., 2011; Springer et al., 2006; Tombu and Jolicæur, 

2003; Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2013). In the presence of cholinergic cell loss attentional 

resources are already markedly reduced (Sarter and Turchi, 2002) and thus additional 

taxation nearly completely abolishes the attentional monitoring of motor action. As a result, 

gait freezes, postural imbalance, error-prone movements, and eventually, falls, occur (see 

above; see also Uemura et al., 2011). Humans prioritize gait and movement control over 

other tasks (“posture first”; Li et al., 2001; Mersmann et al., 2013), and thus measures of 

gait, posture, movement speed and errors serve as an indirect measure of attentional resource 

limitation.

The concept of cognitive resource limitations is unsatisfactory (Navon, 1984). A more 

useful conceptualization proposes that experiencing attentional fatigue and exhaustion 

reflects the ongoing computation of the costs and benefits of continuing performing the 

current task relative to terminating such performance and engaging in alternative action 

(Kurzban et al., 2013). As these “opportunity costs” increase, staying on task becomes a 

more aversive choice and this is experienced as a depletion of cognitive resources that then 

motivates alternative action, such as engaging in a secondary task. As humans prioritize 

movement control (above), this is therefore the “depleting” task that will be de-prioritized in 

the presence of low cholinergic neuromodulatory activity. In other words, cholinergic cell 

loss favors disengagement from gait, balance and movement control and fosters engagement 

in an alternative action, be it daydreaming or an actual alternative task. This hypothesis 

allows one to predict the conditions under which falls will occur and minimizes the need to 

speculate about task difficulty and complexity, cognitive load, or dynamic changes in 

attentional resource levels. De-prioritization of the motor task would also attenuate the 

prioritization of the processing of movement errors. Finally, as dorsal striatal dopamine loss 

reduces the vigor for demanding motor actions in PD patients and renders patients reluctant 

to move (see also Gepshtein et al., 2014; Niv et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2013), such loss may 

interact with low levels of cortical cholinergic activity to deprioritize the planning and 

execution of movements.

Cholinergic–dopaminergic, cognitive–motor interactions: pharmacological 

opportunities

Antimuscarinic cholinergic agents are used, albeit with decreasing frequency, primarily to 

treat tremor in PD. Such compounds are expected to adversely affect gait and posture, 

particularly when attentional resources need to be recruited to support complex movements 

and to correct movement errors. Indeed, in the elderly, the greater fall risk associated with 

anticholinergic drug use is well documented (Aizenberg et al., 2002; Berdot et al., 2009; 

Wilson et al., 2011). This issue has not been systematically investigated in PD patients.

Evidence in support of potential beneficial effects of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors on PD-

associated falling is inconclusive (Chung et al., 2010; Possin et al., 2013). The 

extraordinarily high levels of extracellular acetylcholine generated by these compounds 
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inhibit presynaptic cholinergic activity and tonically stimulate synaptic and extrasynaptic, 

muscarinic and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (m, nAChRs). Because of the non-specific 

effects of cholinesterase inhibitors it is difficult to conceive of robust and reliable 

therapeutic effects with these compounds (reviewed in Hasselmo and Sarter, 2011).

Falls result from interactions between error-prone gait and imperfect balance, due to 

impaired striatal dopamine and failure of a damaged cholinergic system to provide 

attentional compensatory support. Consistent with the clinical evidence, this hypothesis 

predicts that levodopa treatment benefits aspects of gait and balance but does not prevent 

falls (McNeely et al., 2013; Sethi, 2008). Our hypothesis further predicts that drugs that 

benefit attentional performance also reduce fall rates, likely requiring co-administration of 

levodopa. In our previous studies, one group of compounds that reliably enhanced 

attentional performance in intact rats were agonists at α4β2* nAChRs. Stimulation of these 

receptors in the cortex mimics and amplifies the cholinergic neuromodulatory effects on 

cortical cue detection circuitry (see Fig. 2; Howe et al., 2010; Parikh et al., 2010; Sarter et 

al., 2009). Stimulation of α4β2* nAChRs enhances the top-down control of attention or, in 

terms of the theoretical alternative discussed above, decreases opportunity costs and 

therefore sustains engagement with the primary (motor) task. As predicted by the attentional 

effects in animals, α4β2* nAChRs agonists benefit the symptoms of adult ADHD (see 

results from Phase II trials in Apostol et al., 2011; Bain et al., 2013).

Previous studies in monkeys generated support for the hypothesis that stimulation of α4β2* 

nAChRs, in combination with potentially relatively low doses of levodopa, benefits the non-

motor symptoms of PD (Decamp and Schneider, 2009; Schneider et al., 1998, 1999, 2003). 

In our rat model (Kucinski et al., 2013), co-administration of the α4β2* nAChR agonist 

ABT-089 (Arneric et al., 1997), levodopa and benserazide, reduced falls across testing 

conditions on the MCMCT by approximately 50% (Kucinski et al., 2012). Clearly, the 

efficacy of α4β2* nAChR agonists will need to be further demonstrated using other 

compounds. We are aware of one clinical trial of one of these compounds in PD, the α4β2* 

nAChR agonist SIB-1508Y. The clinical efficacy of this compound, assessed in levodopa-

naïve patients, was determined using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale 

(UPDRS) and a cognitive test battery. The drug was ineffective (Parkinson Study Group, 

2006). Future studies on the potential of α4β2* nAChR agonists to treat non-motor 

symptoms in PD should focus on PD fallers or patients with low levels of cholinergic 

activity in the cortex and thalamus and to test α4β2* nAChR agonists as an adjunctive to 

pro-dopaminergic therapy. Evidence indicating that α4β2* nAChR agonist treatment also 

reduce dyskinesias (Huang et al., 2011; Quik et al., 2008) may further motivate such trials.

Conclusions

Falls in older adults and in PD arise from dysregulation and degeneration of multiple 

neuronal systems including, primarily and perhaps essentially, the basal forebrain 

cholinergic projection system and the striatal dopamine system. Falls in PD are also 

associated with loss of cholinergic projections from the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) in 

the brain stem (Bohnen et al., 2009b; Hirsch et al., 1987; Karachi et al., 2010; Muller et al., 

2013; Pahapill and Lozano, 2000); however, the cognitive–behavioral contributions of the 
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widespread, ascending and descending PPN cholinergic projections to gait, posture and 

complex movement control remain unclear and thus beyond the scope of the article.

We propose that in the presence of sensorimotor risk factors for falls, reflecting the impact 

of loss of striatal dopamine, subjects with impaired basal forebrain cholinergic systems are 

impaired in the attentional control of gait, posture, movement and the detection of 

movement errors. Cholinergic cortical deafferentation indirectly disrupts the function of 

striatal circuitry to select and sequence motor actions; furthermore, such loss limits any 

potential compensatory recruitment of the attention system to stabilize and recover 

movement errors. Thus, striatal dopamine loss and cortical cholinergic deafferentation 

converge to dysregulate dorsomedial striatal output and the initiation of movement (Freeze 

et al., 2013).

Our hypothesis provides the basis for a rational pharmacological treatment for reducing 

falls. Because of available tolerability evidence from Phase II studies on the effects of α4β2* 

nAChR agonists in adult ADHD, some of these compounds are likely to be safe for testing 

their effects in PD fallers. In older adults prone to falls, a test of these drugs may also be 

encouraged by the relatively benign side effect spectrum of this group of compounds.

Falls arise from detrimental interactions between multiple cognitive and sensorimotor risk 

factors. Although disruption of dorsomedial caudate function is hypothesized to be a major 

basis for falls, we lack information about the role of converging thalamo–striatal interactions 

(Bradfield et al., 2013), as well as an understanding of the mechanistic impact of loss of 

cholinergic innervation of the thalamus from both the basal forebrain and PPN. Furthermore, 

we do not understand, in behavioral and neuronal-mechanistic terms, the contributions of the 

loss of the PPN projections to the mid- and forebrain, cerebellum and spinal cord (Fasano et 

al., 2012). There is also limited information about the role of dopamine loss on the direct 

versus indirect pathway for impairing motor action (e.g., Freeze et al., 2013). As falls 

represent the results of impaired integration of cognitive and motor functions, they may 

constitute a fruitful behavioral endpoint to guide research on the role of striatal and other 

circuitry in integrating information from these two domains.

Finally, we acknowledge potential clinical complications in our understanding of the 

cognitive–motor conditions that enhance the propensity for falls and also relevant for 

proposals for treating fall propensity in PD patients. Levodopa treatment may indirectly 

increase the risk for falls by improving the patient’s overall mobility. Furthermore, higher 

doses of levodopa treatment may have detrimental effects on patient’s (residual) cognitive 

abilities. As the clinical usefulness of adjunctive treatments to levodopa is explored, these 

potential complications will need to be investigated.
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Fig. 1. 
Example of slips and recovery versus non-recovery from a slip in a control and a lesioned 

rat (still photos taken from video). a–e show a sham-operated control rat and f–j a rat with 

cholinergic loss as well as striatal dopamine loss traversing a rotating rod (10 rpm) at 0° 

incline. Both rats exhibited a slip (b, h) but the lesioned rat fails to initiate correcting steps 

and compensatory postural control and thus falls (into a net).
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Fig. 2. 
Schematic illustration of essential neurocircuitry underlying attentional–motor interactions 

in the intact brain (a), and following the dual loss of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons and 

striatal dopamine (b) that is hypothesized to be essential for falls. The figure is not designed 

to provide a comprehensive illustration of known circuitry, including the synaptic 

organization within individual regions. Rather, it represents the major anatomical–functional 

interactions deduced from research in PD fallers and, to a lesser degree, older adults prone to 

fall, and in an animal model of PD falling (Kucinski et al., 2013). In the intact brain (a), 

cholinergic projections to the cortex arise from the nucleus basalis of Meynert (nbM), the 

substantia innominate (SI) and the horizontal nucleus of the diagonal band (HDB) of the 

basal forebrain. The precise origin of cholinergic projections in these regions depends on the 

cortical target region but all subregions contribute to cortical innervation (e.g., Luiten et al., 

1987; Zaborszky et al., 2012, 2013). In prefrontal cortex (PFC), cholinergic neurons contact 

GABAergic inhibitory interneurons and pyramidal cells and, as illustrated, both innervation 

patterns may contribute to corticostriatal output. Muscarinic (m)AChRs may primarily 

mediate the effects of cholinergic activity on cortical output (e.g., Nelson et al., 2005). In the 

cortex, two types of cholinergic activity likely originate from separate neurons in the basal 

forebrain. First, as detailed in the main text, for certain cues to be detected, the cues need to 

evoke a brief cholinergic release event (“transient”; Howe et al., 2013). Furthermore, cue-

evoked glutamate release from mediodorsal thalamic (MD) input is necessary but not 

sufficient to evoke such a cholinergic transient (Parikh et al., 2008, 2010). The exact 

mechanisms linking this glutamatergic–cholinergic transient interaction are unknown and 

the figure indicates a parsimonious direct contact at cholinergic terminals. Cholinergic 

transients are thought to be the primary source for cholinergic stimulation of prefrontal 

output. The second, neuromodulatory component of cholinergic activity influences 

glutamatergic–cholinergic transients via stimulation of α4β2* nAChR expressed by 

glutamatergic terminals (references above; see also Lambe et al., 2003) (Note that other 
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thalamic inputs to cortical neurons are not shown). Cortical projections to medium spiny 

neurons (MSNs) in the striatum preferentially make contact at the head of spines that are 

also contacted, as illustrated, by dopaminergic afferents (DA) from the midbrain (CPu, 

caudate-putamen). In the rat model, converging dopamine loss and the functional impact of 

cholinergic deafferentation of prefrontal cortex for cortico-striatal function was found to be 

essential for generating high rates of falls. This finding primarily implicates dopamine D1 

receptor-expressing MSNs of the direct projection pathway to the midbrain (SNr, substantia 

nigra, pars reticulata). As illustrated in (b), falling in older adults and, more severely, PD, is 

a result of striatal dopamine loss and cortical cholinergic deafferentation, yielding striatal 

circuitry that lacks information about the efficacy of gait, posture, and movement and that is 

impaired in selecting and sequencing motor actions, resulting in slow and reluctant 

movements or fails to initiate movement altogether (see main text).
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